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1 SHOP TALK BY AMY ARMSTRONG : .

Hi
Hj vjfcHIS sudden slump in weather which Dame Nature is 'serving

4 m UP to us tns morning as I sit down to write the shop news
I ta lc wcc 1S "putting a crimp" in my preconceived notion
33 of what I intended to write or perhaps it would be more exact to say
I the rain is taking out the crimp, for the plan was to go a little into
I detail as to bathing suits, parasols, porch swings and one or two other
I very summery conceits. But who wants to think about a brief, bath- - '

I ing costume designed for a plunge into cool waters of Salt Lake or
' I a beach suit; fashioned with a view of displaying feminine charms for

basking on the sands of one of the resorts while one is warming ones
hands at the few rays of heat the janitor has been persuaded to send

'. through the furnace to counteract the dampness and the cold outside.
Yet as we go to press the sun may come out again and while the

f ink is still wet on our finished edition the mercury may again be
t hurrying skyward. So does life make sport with us. However, we

will take advantage of the respite from the enervating heat and steal
I a march by having a few saunterings of our own, touching

hJ here and there on some little details we are likely to overlook
in our hurrying to get things done and to get somewhere. You

M'' see the shops themselves do not tell us any whys and wherefores
1 .j of the goods they offer for sale. The men and women behind the buy-- H

i ing, most of them, know , but they do not have time to tell us why

h checks are better than stripes or visa versa and that ginghams, so
long consigned to the discard have again really come into favor and

H are being made up into afternoon frocks as well as porch and garden
P dresses, and in some instances the prettier patterns are being used

H for party costumes and bridesmaid gowns for out-do- or entertainments
H and weddings.

Hjj Of course we are slaves to fashion
H't and wo always will be. The remark
H has a threadbare appearance as we

m write it and there is an inclination to
Hp x it out But let it stand for it serves

its purpose in bringing out the an--

K swering question, why shouldn't we
HP be? To be sure we no longer, when
Hl we see a man with his trousers rolled

Hr up, say "it is raining in London," be- -

Ht lieving that England is the autocrat
H for men's fashions, but perhaps there
Hj was reason even to that. There is a
Hl common sense side to it all which
H. should tell us that the designers

change the fashions frequently not
Of alone to be able constantly to sell

B new goods, but because just as in
Ej everything else, there is progress in
V the art of creating fashions, there are
B' changing times, and last but not least,
B human nature demands variety. It

B: argues a narrow mind to say "I will
B not wear so and so because everybody

h else is doing so." If every one else
1 is doing it the changes are one hun- -

H dred to one that there is a good rea- -

H son for the doing although all who do
B it may not realize the reason.
B Therefore I insist that it is not a
B waste of time to make a careful study,
B not only of what the shops offer, but
B of why they offer what they do.
B Sometimes we get off on the wrong
B track or permit ourselves to be led
V astray on false scents, but it cannot
B last long. For instance some one
B called to my mind recently how not
B many seasons ago women wore open
H4 throats and exposed chests in winter,
H high choker collars and tailored suits
Bu in the summer. Certainly now, how- -

Bi ever, we are dressing for our climate,
H with perhaps an exception now and

1

then, and with this exception, I am
convinced, goes a very good and suf-

ficient cause to justify it.
Mere men have the impudence to

laugh at women wearing furs in the
summer time, and some styles of furs,
particularly white ones, are especially
good right now. But there is method
behind this style.

I spoke last week of the dark blue
silks which New York is just now con-

sidering decidedly vogue. With these
the white fur is needed for brighten-
ing up the costume. But it isn't only
that. Here in our own city while the
days are warm in summer the even-

ing are nearly always cool and a
light fur is very comfortable. It can
be carried during the hot part of the
day with little trouble and is then at
land to slip about the neck when the
cooler breezes begin to stir.

Aside from the furs, we no longer
hamper ourselves with a superabund-
ance of clothes in the midsummer
days. The linens, ratines, pongees
and all of the firmer materials are
combined with nets, Georgettes and
thin fabrics for the upper parts of.

the blouses and the sleeves. These
combinations make gowns which are
extremely practical because the mate-
rials clean and do not have to be laun-

dered, thus saving time, energy and
expense and also remaining pretty
through the summer as they are not
faded with frequent washings. The
ginghams before mentioned are used
in these combinations with good ef-

fect.
Word comes from the east that

stripes are getting out and checks
coming into their own again. It is
pretty hard for us to believe this with

all the stripes being shown in the
shops and worn on the streets, but
time may prove the truth of the asser-
tion. Stripes give better lines to a
woman's figure and can be worn by
others than perfect thirty-six'- s with
better results.

There is a new style of shoe being
shown in one of our local shops
which is unique and pretty for sum-

mer. It is a medium high boot, white
bottom with black top or the reverse,
the top perforated over its entire sur-

face- with small round holes. Through
these small aperatures the pretty
hose in harmonizing or contrasting
shades peep through and not only
that, but the air can penetrate
through them, making this boot al-

most as comfortable for the warm
weather as a pump with none of the
disadvantages of tha,t sort of foot-

wear.
And sport shoes. Have you noticed

how they are simply crowding into
the shops? Everybody thought they
were dead after their brief rage to-

ward the end of last season, but lo
and behold, they are getting more
popular every minute now. They come
in more styles than were ever
dreamed of last year, each with a
name, the DIckery Dock,
Billy Boy, Johnny Girl and many oth-

ers. These are combinations of col-

ored leather with white leather, can-

vas or buck or perhaps all white.
There are high models and low ones,
high heels and low, leather or rub-

ber so that you have but to make your
choice according to the costume with
which you intend to wear the shoes.
They are made for solid comfort, too,

as well as good looks and the shoe
men will tell you that they take sev-

eral years off your age.
Styles truly are quite thoughtful

these days. As I said in the begin-
ning, for the most part they are real-
ly made for us, not we for them. The
large hats, for instance, which are

vogue for the summer did it over oc-

cur to you that they are a Godsend
in the matter of keeping in the dark
the straight, aggravating locks of hair &

which simply will not stay waved
when the mercury is doing the high
jump? They come down almost to
the tips of the ears so only the least
little bit of hair shows anyway and
no one can see whether it is curled
or not. The maiden with the curly
locks will shake her head in scorn at
being thankful for such a small mat-

ter, but she does not appreciate the
summer trials of her Bister of the ar-

tificial waves.
There is another little thing which

the chances are you have never ;

thought of and I want to tell you A

about it right away before there is ,r
any harm done. You know these
sport hats made of grass, the cane
seats or the transparent brims, partic-
ularly the two former? Look out that
you do not develop a cane seat com-

plexion. Wear one of these out in
the sun for several days, play tennis
or golf or go for a hike or go motor-
ing and you will come home with a
checkerboard design or worse on
your face. The sun shines through
and not only do you take this chance,
but you likewise run the risk of hurt-
ing your eyes with the flicker which
results from the rays dancing in and
out through the weave of the straw.
But you need not stop wearing the
hats. There is a method of preven-

tion which is a beautifier as woll as
a shield. Line the brim of your hat
with some pretty material which is be-

coming and you have solved all the
difficulty. You have no idea until you
have tried it how much this softens
the stern lines of a large hat, any-

way and if you get it to exactly
match the color of your eyes you need
no more about trying to make yourself
attractive. You are made.

In the notion department of one
of the shops I saw something during
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